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TBO-Met
METEOROLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT FOR TRAJECTORY BASED
OPERATIONS

This project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under grant agreement No 699294
under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.

Abstract

This document presents and analyses the answers to the TBO-Met’s Survey Questionnaire, including
also the stakeholders to which the survey has been addressed, the ethical issues that were considered,
and the processes followed to conduct the interviews. The answers to the ten questions of the
Questionnaire given by all the participants are included, and each question is commented individually.
Some conclusions are drawn at the end.
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1. Executive Summary

To help in achieving the TBO-Met project’s objectives, a survey among the stakeholders involved
(airlines, providers of air navigation services and meteorological offices) has been performed. The main
objective of the survey is twofold:
1) to ensure that TBO-Met project is aligned with current meteorological practices in aviation
(particularly any issue regarding meteorological uncertainty); and
2) to understand future expectations and needs regarding meteorological uncertainty
management.
The survey provides information on: the type of meteorological services/products being used; the
common understanding of meteorological uncertainty; the existing gaps between met provision
capabilities and met usage, specifically in terms of meteorological uncertainty; the impact of weather
uncertainty in Air Traffic Management (ATM); and the possibility of including meteorological
uncertainty in decision support tools.
The survey has required to deal with human participants and thus the survey has complied with certain
ethical requirements, which dealt: 1) with obtaining informed consent from the human beings who
will participate in the survey; 2) with the procedures to be implemented for data collection, storage,
protection, retention and destruction and confirmation that they comply with national and EU
legislation; and 3) with obtaining informed consent from the survey participants to collect and process
personal data.
All the answers to the questions presented in the Survey Questionnaire have been analyzed. The
analysis shows that the objectives of the survey have been met: on one hand, from the answers
received, nothing tells us that the TBO-Met project is not aligned with the stakeholders’ interests, and,
on the other, some ideas for future research have been provided by the participants.
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2. Introduction1

In the future ATM system the 4D trajectory becomes the central element of a new set of operational
procedures collectively referred to as trajectory Trajectory-Based Operations (TBO). TBO is a new
concept envisioned to increase the capacity and efficiency of the system while preserving or
augmenting the safety, evolving from the current airspace-based ATM system to a trajectory-based
system.
One key factor that affects those goals is uncertainty. Uncertainty is an inherent property of real-world
socio-technical complex systems, and ATM is clearly not an exception. All actors of the ATM system
(flight passengers, pilots, air traffic controllers, airlines) are faced with the effects of the uncertainty
present in the system. Uncertainty is critical from different perspectives in air transport: safety,
environmental and cost dimensions. Researchers must accept the fact that uncertainty is unavoidable
and must be dealt with, rather than ignored.
A better understanding of the elements introducing uncertainty in the air traffic is key when
optimizing, planning, executing, monitoring and synchronizing trajectories with ground systems and/or
other aircraft. In particular, the need of computing efficient, yet accurate trajectories becomes the
fundamental cornerstone for reaching the expected benefits of TBO in terms of increased capacity,
increased efficiency, and reduced environmental impact.
Weather uncertainty is one of the main sources of uncertainty that affect the ATM system. TBO-Met
focuses precisely on the analysis of meteorological uncertainty coming from the following two sources:
wind and convection.
According to the Grant Agreement [1], in this work package, i.e. WP 3, we have conducted a survey
among some selected stakeholders involved in air traffic; the survey questionnaire was presented in
deliverable D3.1 [2]. In this document the answers are analysed and the relevant information is
extracted. The goals are: to ensure TBO-Met is aligned with their current meteorological practices in
aviation (particularly any issue regarding meteorological uncertainty); and to understand future
expectations regarding meteorological uncertainty management.

1

The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. Under no circumstances shall the SESAR Joint
Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained herein.
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The present document is structured as follows: Section 3 includes information on the interviews that
have been conducted, including stakeholders to whom it has been addressed, ethical aspects
considered and implementation steps followed; Section 4 includes the analysis of the collected
answers; and Section 5 contains the answers.

2.1 Acronyms and Terminology

8

Term

Definition

ACC

Area Control Centre

AIRMET

Information concerning en-route weather phenomena which may affect
the safety of low-level aircraft operations

AMAN

Arrival Manager

AMD

Amended

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

ASTERIX

All purpose STructured Eurocontrol SuRveillance Information eXchange
format

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCO

Air Traffic Controller

ATFCM

Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

ATS

Air Traffic Services

CANSO

Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation

CAT

Clear Air Turbulence

CAVOK

Ceiling and Visibility OK

Cb, CB

Cumuloninbus

CbTRAM

Cumuloninbus Tracking and Monitoring

CEANITA

Comisión de Estudio y Análisis de Notificaciones de Incidentes de Tránsito
Aéreo (Comission for the study and analysis of notifications of incidents
of air traffic)

CellMOS

Cell Detection Model Output Statistics

COSMO

Consortium for Small Scale Modelling

ECMWF

European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts

EPS

Ensemble Prediction System

EWF

Ensemble Weather Forecasting
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FIR

Flight Information Region

FL

Flight Level

GmbH

Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (Limited society)

GRIB

GRidded BInary data

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

IMC

Instrumental Meteorological Conditions

KONRAD

KONvektive Entwicklung in RADarprodukte (CONvective development in
RADar product)

KPA

Key Performance Area

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LEMD

ICAO’s code for Adolfo Suarez Madrid Barajas Airport

LVC

Low Visibility Conditions

MAB

Meteorological Airport Briefing

Met, MET

Meteorology

METAR

Aerodrome routine meteorological report

METFROG

The weather visualisation system at the air traffic control in Germany:
Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS)

NM

Network Manager

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NOTAM

Notice to Airmen

NWP

Numerical Weather Predictions

PC

Project Coordinator

Rad-TRAM

Radar Tracking and Monitoring

RVR

Runway Visual Range

SACTA

Sistema Automatizado de Control del Tránsito Aéreo (Automatic Air
Traffic Control System)

SAT

Satellite

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research

SFC

Surface Forecast Chart

SIGMETS

Information concerning en-route weather phenomena which may affect
the safety of aircraft operations

SPECI

Aerodrome special meteorological report

TAAC

Terminal Area Control Centre

TAF, TAFOR

Aerodrome forecast
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TBO

Trajectory Based Operations

TMA

Terminal Maneuvering Area

TP

Trajectory Prediction

VMC

Visual Meteorological Conditions

VOLMET

Meteorological information for aircraft in flight

WP

Work Package

WTQ

Winds Twelve Quarters

WX

Weather

WXR

Weather Radar

TBO-Met Consortium
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AEMET

Agencia Estatal de Meteorología

MetSol

MeteoSolutions GmbH

PLUS

University of Salzburg

UC3M

University Carlos III of Madrid

USE

University of Seville
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3. Interviews

3.1 Stakeholders
The survey has been addressed to particular members of some key representative stakeholders with
sufficient experience in meteorological products, e.g., ensemble prediction systems and nowcasts, and
who are expected to provide a realistic vision on the general understanding of the weather uncertainty.
Each (anonymous) interviewee has expressed his/her own opinions, and not the institution’s view.
Out of 16 interviews conducted, a total of 12 answers have been collected from the following entities,
which include Flight dispatchers, Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSP), Meteorological offices and
Research institutions:










DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH (Germany) – ANSP
Lufthansa Systems (Germany) – Flight dispatcher
Enaire, ACC Sevilla (Spain) – ANSP
Enaire, ACC Madrid (Spain) – ANSP
Enaire, TACC Valencia (Spain) – ANSP
Boeing Research and Technology Europe (Spain) – Research institution
Austro Control GmbH (Austria) – ANSP
Flight Keys (Austria) – Flight dispatcher
ZAMG (Austria) – Meteorological office

3.2 Ethical aspects
The survey requires dealing with human participants and some data related to them, and thus the
survey has complied with the following ethical requirements (as established in the Project
Management Plan [3]):


H–Requirement No. 3 of the project TBO-Met D8.1 [4], which deals with obtaining informed
consent from the human beings who will participate in the survey.



The POPD–Requirement No. 2 of the project TBO-Met D.8.2 [5], which deals with the
procedures to be implemented for data collection, storage, protection, retention and
destruction and confirmation that they comply with national and EU legislation.



The POPD–Requirement No. 1 of the project TBO-Met D8.3 [6], which deals with obtaining
informed consent from the survey participants to collect and process personal data.
©SESAR JOINT UNDERTAKING, 2016. Created by TBO-Met Project Consortium
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3.3 Survey Implementation and Instructions
For each of the conducted interviews, the following process has been followed:




Obtaining Informed consent to participate in the survey.
Data collection, storage, protection, retention, and destruction.
Informed consent to collect and process personal data.

Informed consent to participate in the survey
For the ethics requirement No. 3, informed consent from each and every survey participant has been
obtained. This was thoroughly covered in TBO-Met’s D8.1 [4].
Obtaining the required consent to perform the survey can be seen as a process consisting of several
steps. First, the information sheet and the informed consent form have been provided to each
participant to discuss their content. TBO-Met interviewers have always emphasized the voluntariness
of the participation and the participant’s right to discontinue participation at any time. Participants
have been given enough time to read and understand the information, and, when applied, participant’s
questions have been answered. Signed consent forms have been obtained before interviews have
started.
In order to obtain consent to participate in the survey, an information sheet has been given along with
the corresponding informed consent form. This sheet, which is described in Section 4.1 of D8.1 [4] (also
included for convenience as Appendix A to this deliverable), has been provided to participants so that
they could read it and voluntarily sign it to consent participation in TBO-Met Survey.

Data collection, storage, protection, retention, and destruction
The survey consists of questionnaire-based interviews, and therefore involves collecting and
processing personal data: the professional opinions of identified interviewees. For the ethics
requirement No. 2 addressed in TBO-Met’s D8.2 [5], an anonymisation procedure has been followed,
which ensures the confidentiality of the personal data. The elements of this procedure are described
next.
First, each completed questionnaire does not contain any personal information that might allow
connecting the opinions to the person who has expressed them. Second, each interviewee has sent
the completed questionnaire to the Project Coordinator (PC) by a courier delivery private company.
Finally, once the PC has received each envelope he has made sure that it remains closed, to extract
the content, destroy the envelope, and put the completed questionnaire together. The main
consequence is that there has been no file containing personal data.
From the moment the PC has all completed questionnaires, only completely anonymised data have
been handled; therefore, procedures subsequently applied for data storage, protection, retention,
12
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transfer, destruction or re-use do not fall under the data privacy rules. Nonetheless, the completed
anonymous questionnaire will remain under the custody of the PC, and they will not be transferred to
any other third party.

Informed consent to collect and process personal data
For the ethics requirement No. 1, informed consent from each and every survey participant to collect
and process personal data has been obtained. This was thoroughly covered in TBO-Met’s D8.3 [6].
The process of obtaining the required consent consisted of three steps:
1. generation of information sheet and informed consent form;
2. exposition of their content to the potential participant; and
3. obtainment of signed consent.
Participant were given time to read and understand the information, and participant’s questions have
been answered.
In order to obtain consent to collect and process data in the survey, an information sheet has been
given along with the corresponding informed consent form. This sheet, which is described in Section
4.1 of TBO-Met’s D8.3 [6] (also included for convenience as Appendix B to this deliverable), was
provided to participants so that they could read it and voluntarily sign it to consent data collection and
personal data processing in TBO-Met Survey. Once the consent was obtained, the data was collected
and processed.

©SESAR JOINT UNDERTAKING, 2016. Created by TBO-Met Project Consortium
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4. Analysis of survey answers

The survey questionnaire is composed of 10 questions, as defined in D3.1 [2]. The answers to these
questions are analyzed next.

4.1 Question 1: meteorological data
Related to your current activities, what meteorological data do you use? What kind of
meteorological products/services do you use?
Answers to this question differ, essentially depending on the stakeholder’s role, i.e., “Met Providers”
or “Met Users”.
Met Offices, as Met providers, obviously use sate of the art Met products, e.g., NWP, WXR, SAT, …
As for “Met users”, some Met products in use are the following:




Regular global METAR & TAF feed (including SPECI, AMD…) for airport operations; global GRIB
forecast data (1.25° and 0.5° resolution), global historical GRIB data (1.25°), global GRIB
forecast ensembles (12 ensemble members. Typically interested on different fields like, e.g.,
wind, temperature, and humidity.
Significant Weather charts: SIGMETs, AIRMETs, Turbulence Forecasts (Shape files),
Thunderstorm Forecasts (Shape files), Icing forecasts (Shape files), Turbulence Forecasts
(GRIB), Weather Radar Images, satellite images.

It is worth noting that some participants give great value to the information provided by pilots, as this
one:
In the end, the most reliable MET info is normally obtained (for enroute environments) by
asking pilots (about intensity and direction of the winds, the presence of turbulence or even the
position of the CBs).
In the case of Air Traffic Controllers (ATCO), due to the specificity of their different duties, the following
answer can be highlighted:
As different systems, towers and control centres have diverse tasks and duties, I would like to
differentiate into the following entities:
Tower: In our entity as ANSP, we use current routine and specific weather reports (observation,
nowcast, forecast: METAR, SPECI, TAF) at our airports containing information about horizontal
14
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visibility. ceiling, special weather phaenomena (thunderstorm/fog/snow etc.), RVR (runway
visual range), surface wind, surface temperature and pressure. This is back-upped by our
internal met data visualisation system METFROG, where we present among others 2D weather
radar precipitation data (including lightning, identification of convective cells > 37 dBZ
reflectivity if existent and their moving direction, updated every 5 minutes) for tower controllers
and supervisors. In addition, for planning purposes the tower supervisor is provided with a webbased meteorological airport briefing (MAB) system where the development of main weather
parameters for the consecutive 7 hours is indicated. Time-critical data like runway visual range,
pressure, surface wind or vertical visibility is directly presented to tower controllers for
clearance purposes and further interaction with pilots (via ASDUV, automatic system for data
collection and dissemination).
Upper Airspace: The air traffic controllers have also access to the above mentioned METFROG
visualisation system on separate monitors. The supervisor is also provided with the MAB
nowcast and forecast for the support of sector staffing, configuration and traffic regulation
purposes if needed. In addition, high altitude wind, temperature, pressure modelling data
(WTQ, updated every 3h) is implemented in the corresponding ATC system and used for the
enhancement of trajectory prediction, track monitoring and conflict detection. It is also possible
to show up to two precipitation levels (high/low) based on EUROCONTROL’s Asterix Category
9 directly in the main data radar display of the controllers on a specific WX layer.
Lower Airspace: The air traffic controllers with responsibility for lower airspace sectors (FL <
245/315) have also access to the above mentioned METFROG system to visualize adverse
weather situations on separate monitors. The supervisor is also provided with the MAB seven
hours nowcast and forecast system for sector staffing and traffic regulation purposes if needed.
It is also possible to show up to two precipitation levels (high/low) based on EUROCONTROL’s
Asterix Category 9 directly in the main data radar display of the controllers on a specific WX
layer.

©SESAR JOINT UNDERTAKING, 2016. Created by TBO-Met Project Consortium
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4.2 Question 2: confidence in forecasts
Do you have confidence in meteorological forecasts? Please write down your answer in
terms of a scale (1 = very poor, 5 = very confident).
Answers to this question can be classified as follows:

Number of
answers

“1”

“2”

“3”

“4”

“5”

(very poor)

(poor)

(standard)

(confident)

(very confident)

1

0

1

4

3

However, the confidence strongly depends on the Met phenomena to be predicted (visibility,
temperature, pressure, wind, convective cells, etc.), the look-ahead time horizon that is considered,
and the geographical area under consideration.
Three interviewees have identified this issue, and thus their answers differentiate among the different
Met products. Consider the following answer as illustration:








Horizontal visibility and ceiling nowcast (7h): 2
Surface temperature (7h): 5
Surface pressure (7h): 5
Surface wind direction and speed (7h): 3
High and medium altitude winds (7h): 2
Convective cells (30 min.): 4
Convective cells (60 min.): 3

All in all, we can infer that the uncertainty regarding the position and exact moment of formation of
storms is huge, and we need very short look-ahead time forecasts (10-30 minutes) to have confidence
on them. This is probably the most critical issue. As for wind and temperature, forecasts with lookahead times of 5-7 hours seem to show a “standard” confidence. This is of course also very relevant
since it is the standard look-ahead time for flight planning activities in Europe.

Do you think there is a lack of dialogue between ATM and the providers of meteorological
services? Should the dialogue be improved?
Most of the answers claim that there indeed exists a dialogue, which of course could be improved. It
is then important not only to keep it alive, yet to enrich the existing dialogue. Three of the interviewees
stress that ATM and meteorology have started working together in the last years.

16
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4.3 Question 3: understanding of uncertainty
In your view, is meteorological uncertainty well understood by users? Related to your
activities, is weather uncertainty taken into account? How do you characterize it?
In general, most answers point out in the direction that meteorological uncertainty is not so-well
understood. Some interesting sentences supporting this statement include:




“Users are aware that forecasts are not exact, but the understanding of uncertainty and how
the information on uncertainty could be used to improve decision making is not at present as
it should be.”
“Uncertainty is not very well understood by the ATM community, it is taken into account very
subjectively by the supervisors.”

4.4 Question 4: meteorological models
In case that you use meteorological models in your activities, are they probabilistic? What
models do you use to simulate uncertain scenarios? How realistic are they?
The answers to this question are as follows:



4 answers (roughly 33%) saying that they are using probabilistic Met forecasts.
8 answers (roughly 66%) saying that they just use deterministic Met forecasts.

The probabilistic ensemble products mentioned in the answers are: ECMWF and COSMO.
For convective cell development, the following deterministic nowcasts are used: CellMOS, KONRAD,
Rad-TRAM, Cb-TRAM.
Of course, it should be stressed that Met providers are indeed producing probabilistic forecasts. Thus,
most of the “Met users” are only using deterministic Met forecasts in their activities. This suggests a
gap between met provision capabilities and met products usage, and thus room for research and
development. This gap seems to be bigger in the case of probabilistic nowcasts.
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4.5 Question 5: ensemble weather forecasting
Do you have experience with Ensemble Weather Forecasting (EWF)/Ensemble Prediction
Systems (EPS)? If yes, could you please detail what kind of ensemble are you using?
This question has been answered only by those using probabilistic Met forecasts.
The different Ensemble products mentioned in the answers are: ECMWF and COSMO.

Would EPS (together with adequate algorithms to process them) be relevant for your
activities? What type of information would you need? How should it be
presented/provided to you?
Again, this question has only been answered by those using probabilistic Met forecasts. The answers
indicate that it would be interesting, without specifying its purposes.
Possibly, the most relevant answer is shown below:
“I think that EPS would be generally relevant for ATM people dealing mainly with shift planning
issues (staff, configuration, sectors capacity and demand etc.) 2-7 hours ahead of time. This
could support, enhance and stabilize decision making. The strategic information we need for
the mentioned time horizon (the showing of them is another challenge) are for the example
wind classical statistical values like median, mean, minimum, maximum, variance, percentage
over a certain limit at relevant points / area (mostly airports at surface for operational direction
and tail wind prediction or at specific / typical flight level for sectors, turbulence areas).
For tactical controller support activities (TP, conflict detection) for the next 10-15 minutes’ time
horizon it is sufficient to have current wind values close to the considered aircraft
Coming to convective cells above a certain weather radar reflectivity threshold, the magnitude,
shape, cloud top height and moving direction for the next 7 hours should be shown to
supervisors with focus on the first two hours for controllers including a correlation to sector
lines, airports and navigation aids. The relevant convective cell (severity, shape and moving)
could be marked for example with a certain probability area (e.g. > 80 %) that will get bigger
the longer the predicted time horizon is. An indication at what percentage a certain sector /
route is influenced by thunderstorms in combination with an adapted, improved flight planning
of airlines would also be helpful in comparing sector demand and capacity.
As for both phenomena, it is important that all stakeholders (ATC, airline, airport, especially
controller and pilot) have the same met information base and (nearly) the same weather
visualization on their monitors. This is not the case at the moment.”
All in all, a conclusion is that probabilistic Met products are interesting at different levels (in line with
the TBO-Met approach):
18
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EPS for planning purposes, more on capacity planning than on flight planning.
Nowcasts for storm evolution, at tactical level.

Also, uncertainty of upper wind data are seen as relevant for planning purposes, whereas turbulence,
icing and thunderstorms are so for the short time scale.

4.6 Question 6: impact of uncertainty
Related to your activities, is the impact of meteorological uncertainty important? Has it
ever been quantified? Is it low, medium, or high?
Most of the answers agree that meteorological uncertainty has a rather high impact. However it seems
it lacks quantification.

Related to your activities, how lack of predictability, e.g. on aircraft trajectories and/or
sector demand, affects them currently? How would a potential increase in predictability
impact your activities?
All answers agree that an increase in predictability will improve operations. Specifically, in terms of
efficiency and capacity of the system. According to their vision, safety is not critically affected,
because with the existing tools, they can cope with it, at the cost of capacity or efficiency (however,
although not mentioned in the surveys, this may not always be the case: for instance, a wrong icing
forecast would let an airplane fly into a cloud with severe icing).

4.7 Question 7: robustness and performance
Is system robustness relevant to your activities? In your view, how does meteorological
uncertainty affect robustness? Could you provide some indicators?
This was a question not answered by all interviewees. The answers state that robustness is of course
important, but some of them indicate that is not related to weather uncertainty; and some others
indicate that indeed it is.
It seems that the participants had different understandings of robustness. Overall, no relevant
information can be extracted out of this question.
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Do you address the question of getting a trade-off between performance and robustness
(with respect to weather uncertainty) in your activities within the air transport system?
As in the previous case, there are many No-Answers.
Two answers say that they do consider trade-offs between flexibility and stability.
Three answers say that they do not do that and consider it interesting. It seems that for ATCOs is not
very relevant (they rather focus on safety); however for other Met users it might be (there is one
answer in that direction).
Similarly, no relevant information can be extracted out of this question.

4.8 Question 8: indicators
In your view, what Key Performance Areas (KPA), such as safety, capacity, cost efficiency,
operational efficiency, and environment, are most affected by meteorological uncertainty?
Could you provide some indicators?
The answers to this question might be grouped into two categories:



Some focus on capacity, efficiency, and environment, saying that the impact is high.
Some others focus more on safety: they argue that safety is affected because workload and
complexity are affected by weather uncertainty.

In summary, all KPA are affected by Met Uncertainty.

4.9 Question 9: decision support tools
In your view, is there a need to include weather uncertainty in Decision Support Tools?
Would this improve current operations?
There is unanimity in this particular question: According to the interviewees’ opinions, yes, it should
be interesting to include weather uncertainty in decision support tools (for flight planning; NM
planning; ATC operations). However, they argue that it does not seem to be easy, nor straightforward.
Many things should be considered, including of course human factors. Take this answer as an example:
“I would just need a picture of what is really happening and how it is likely to evolve. Nothing
more complex than that but as reliable as possible.”
This suggests a follow-up line of research for TBO-Met project: how to adapt and include TBO-Met
research output in decision support tools at different levels.
20
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4.10 Question 10: future
When dealing with weather uncertainty, could you identify any particular gap in current
practice that could be explored in future research?
Herein a list with some interesting thoughts by the interviewees is presented, e.g.:
1. “ATFCM measures could be treated more probabilistically.”
2. “New regulations that allow probabilistic weather to be considered (e.g.: contingency fuel) for
fuel and trajectory planning”
3. “Probabilistic surface weather especially for phenomena like fog”
4. “Established and efficient standard data feeds for global upper air weather ensembles.”
5. “... most users do not really want a whole probability density function, they would like to know
the most probable solution with some indication of how certain this is.”
6. Adding probabilistic weather within trajectory predictions.
7. CB evolution – both in temporal and spatial terms.
8. “Data science applied to how winds change in the vicinity of an airport increasing the reliability
in the prediction of the moment at which a runway change will be necessary.”
9. “The main gap could be [not] to have useful information in advance regarding the availability
of a particular airway or area, of course in terms of probability of significant meteorological
activity.”
Some of these ideas will be subject of study within TBO-Met, e.g., items 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9 in the list
above. Some others, e.g., 3, 4, and 8, could be interesting follow-up ideas. A very complete answer is
copied below for the sake of illustration:
“As flight planning and strategic / pre-tactical trajectory planning is not our (core) business, it
is them of the airlines and network managers, we as an ANSP are more interested in the tactical
or short before (1-2 h before the relevant flight position is reached) consequences of including
uncertainties in TBO like the effects on sector configuration and parameters (staff, exit time,
entry time, demand and controller workload) close to real-time (and updated regularly) as an
outcome of the user preferred trajectory planning. It is called meso-scale perspective in your
information sheet. Normally our trajectory prediction horizon for a single aircraft (not for the
complete network) currently look 10-30 minutes in the future depending on the application
(upper airspace, AMAN) and as far as I know do not include uncertainties (which should be
small considering this small time horizon and assuming that weather parameters will not
change rapidly). The situation could be completely different when regarding hours into the
future (and considering big disturbance like a convective cell front).
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Maybe it is also an idea for future projects to enhance your considerations to airport / TMA
areas to evaluate effects and uncertainties in fog, snow, icing prediction and to include them
in trajectory management.
Further, cost-loss and cost-benefit studies should accompany such met uncertainty studies.
What are the consequences on workload, safety, flight time, flight distance when following hits
and correct predictions? What are the ATC consequences when misses occur and false alarms
have been obeyed? Is this feasible from a safety perspective? Is there a general threshold (let’s
say 80 percent probability for a certain weather condition and time horizon) that always leads
to a certain reaction of the respective controller or supervisor? As I mentioned the desired
probability of an event in ATM business is 100%. What will be done with the estimation of
meteorological uncertainty along a trajectory? Is it thought just for informational purposes to
show the percentage values also to the controllers / supervisors or does it imply (proactive)
measurements and reactions? Care should be taken in aspects like ergonomic representation
and illustration of data with respect to information overflow.”
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5. Survey Answers

In this Section, all answers have been transcribed for the sake of completeness (they are grouped
question-wise, e.g., for Question 1, answers of interviewees #1, #2, …, and #12 are presented). Notice
that some answers are very similar, as they correspond to different groups from the same stakeholder
and have been prepared jointly.

5.1 Question 1: meteorological data
Related to your current activities, what meteorological data do you use? What kind of
meteorological products/services do you use?
#1

Regular global METAR & TAF feed (including SPECI, AMD…), global GRIB forecast data (1.25°
and 0.5° resolution), global historical GRIB data (1.25°), global GRIB forecast ensembles (12
ensemble members), Significant Weather charts. SIGMETs, AIRMETs, Turbulence Forecasts
(Shape files), Thunderstorm Forecasts (Shape files), Icing forecasts (Shape files) , Turbulence
Forecasts (GRIB).

#2

Regular global METAR & TAF feed (including SPECI, AMD…), global GRIB forecast data (1.25°
and 0.5° resolution), global historical GRIB data (1.25°), global GRIB forecast ensembles (12
ensemble members), Significant Weather charts. SIGMETs, AIRMETs, Turbulence Forecasts
(Shape files), Thunderstorm Forecasts (Shape files), Icing forecasts (Shape files), Turbulence
Forecasts (GRIB), Volcanic Ash Advisories, Ground Temperature and Icing predictions (for
airports where available).

#3

I am working in an aviation meteorological service, so we do have all state of the art MET
information (NWP, WXR, SAT, …)

#4

I use global model data provided by ECMWF: e.g. forecasts of different fields like wind,
temperature, humidity …

#5

ECMWF forecasts and analyses, meteorological observations (synop and national
observational network)

#6

We use the standard OPMET material (Met reports, TAFs, SIGMETs), GRIB-Data from WAFSSystem, Weather radar Information and special information from our MET service
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#7

As different systems, towers and control centres have diverse tasks and duties, I would like to
differentiate into the following entities:
Tower: In our entity as ANSP, we use current routine and specific weather reports
(observation, nowcast, forecast: METAR, SPECI, TAF) at our airports containing information
about horizontal visibility, ceiling, special weather phenomena (thunderstorm/fog/snow etc.),
RVR (runway visual range), surface wind, surface temperature and pressure. This is backupped by our internal met data visualisation system METFROG, where we present among
others 2D weather radar precipitation data (including lightning, identification of convective
cells > 37 dBZ reflectivity if existent and their moving direction, updated every 5 minutes) for
tower controllers and supervisors. In addition, for planning purposes the tower supervisor is
provided with a web-based meteorological airport briefing (MAB) system where the
development of main weather parameters for the consecutive 7 hours is indicated. Timecritical data like runway visual range, pressure, surface wind or vertical visibility is directly
presented to tower controllers for clearance purposes and further interaction with pilots (via
ASDUV, automatic system for data collection and dissemination).
Upper Airspace: The air traffic controllers have also access to the above mentioned METFROG
visualisation system on separate monitors. The supervisor is also provided with the MAB
nowcast and forecast for the support of sector staffing, configuration and traffic regulation
purposes if needed. In addition, high altitude wind, temperature, pressure modelling data
(WTQ, updated every 3h) is implemented in the corresponding ATC system and used for the
enhancement of trajectory predication, track monitoring and conflict detection. It is also
possible to show up to two precipitation levels (high/low) based on EUROCONTROL’s Asterix
Category 9 directly in the main data radar display of the controllers on a specific WX layer.
Lower Airspace: The air traffic controllers with responsibility for lower airspace sectors (FL <
245/315) have also access to the above mentioned METFROG system to visualize adverse
weather situations on separate monitors. The supervisor is also provided with the MAB seven
hours nowcast and forecast system for sector staffing and traffic regulation purposes if
needed. It is also possible to show up to two precipitation levels (high/low) based on
EUROCONTROL’s Asterix Category 9 directly in the main data radar display of the controllers
on a specific WX layer.

#8

Scheduled OPMET Data (Airport Weather Data)
Non Scheduled OPMET Data
UAD – Upper Air Data
UAD – Turbulence, Icing, CB
Significant Weather Forecasts in BUFR code form
Significant Weather Forecasts in chart form
Satellite Images
Statistical Weather UAD
Climatological Data for Airports
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Surface Forecast Charts (SFC)
Weather Radar Images
#9

The main sources of information are the aiport METARs and SIGMET. Even if the last one is
supposed to provide a forecast for the en-route weather, it is not a reliable tool for ATM
planning purposes.
For en-route flights, another important source of meteorological information is generated by
pilots, regarding rutbulence, icing, CAT (Clear Air Turbulence), storms, strong spot wind …
These weather reports are very accurate, and can help to re-organize traffic flow and take
tactical decisions regarding it. For example, for other pilots on the same route, previous
turbulence reports are decisive in choosing a cruising level.

#10

Meteorological data needed to calculate aircraft trajectories. Currently we just focus on the
weatherdata affecting aircraft performances: wind, pressure and temperature. In the future
we might also include convectie weather as part of flight planning algorithm.
Any source of forecast weather is fine with us. Typically we are using NOAA for its coverage
and easy access. We have also used ECMWF.

#11

From an ATCO perspective the most important data I take into account are winds (on the
ground or aloft), visibilities (that determine whether a certain airport is operating under VMC,
IMC or even LVC conditions) and presence of clouds, their ceilings and the possibility of the
existence of CBs.
The only automatic access I have to MET data is through METARs and TAFORs (only for the
region of airspace under my FIR, not for the rest of airports even though they might be of
interest).
In Madrid ACC there is a MET radar that indicates the presence of very dense clouds (typically
CBs) which provides information for the TMA of Madrid that is merged into SACTA (our
software system) but only for a limited region and without reporting information on the
altitude at which these core CBs are found. You just see a magenta or yellow spot on the
screen over a certain geographic position but do not know at which altitude the CB is. This
information can only be provided using VHF communication with pilots.
In the end, the most reliable MET info is normally obtained (for enroute environments) by
asking pilots (about intensity and direction of the winds, the presence of turbulence or even
the position of the CBs).

#12

We use meteorological information from METAR, TAFOR, anemometer readings on the
runway head in real time, information obtained from the radar (although this information
only presents big formations that carry water, does not show electrical activity), notifications
of pilots accomplished in an area at a certain height (e.g., turbulence or tail wind in approach).
In other dependencies, not where I am, SIGMET and VOLMET are also used.
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5.2 Question 2: confidence in forecasts
Do you have confidence in meteorological forecasts? Please write down your answer in
terms of a scale (1 = very poor, 5 = very confident).
#1

4

#2

4

#3

5

#4

4

#5

5

#6

3

#7

Of course, the confidence in meteorological nowcasts / forecasts is dependent on the type of
met phenomena to be predicted (visibility, temperature, pressure, wind, convective cells) and
the timeframe that is considered. As a consequence, met providers sometimes react smartly
to this challenge with huge time intervals, big geographic area and classes, rather than
offering discrete figures and units with a probability flag, which will get more uncertain to
meet the longer you look in the future.
Normally, for our tasks, it is sufficient to have a maximum forecast time of seven hours as
provided in the MAB registers (minimum 2h for effective traffic flow regulations). METFROG
offers additionally the opportunity to visualize a maximum 2h nowcast of convective cells
(pattern, moving direction). With this background in mind, I would rate the nowcast / forecast
as follows:
Horizontal visibility and ceiling nowcast (7h): 2
Surface temperature (7h): 5
Surface pressure (7h): 5
Surface wind direction and speed (7h): 3
High and medium altitude winds (7h): 2
Convective cells (30 min.):4
Convective cells (60 min.):3

#8

UAD: 4
OPMET: depending on states (EUR, NAT, NAM, ASI, PAC = 4, AFI, SAM = 3)

#9

1

#10

5
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#11

The question is too vague. I am (5) very confident in general terms, meaning that if the
forecast says in general terms that the situation is going to be ok (CAVOK, for instance), then
there are very little chances that these forecasts fail, or on the other hand, if the TAFOR shows
that the situation is going to get hard (presence of CBs, Rain, poor visibility, etc), this is very
likely to happen for short term predictions (which are the ones that may affect my decision
making).
A different point though is when these MET conditions are going to happen. It is not only
important from an ATCO perspective to know what is going to happen but when is this going
to happen. For this “time prediction” I am a lot less confident. I would say a (3) out of (5). Also,
when there is a prediction regarding storms or lightings, the geographical area over which
these forecasts are emitted makes it impossible to assess whether the storm is going to affect
a critical area of your airspace (e.g. the Localizer of a runway) or not. The uncertainty
regarding the position and exact moment of formation of storms is huge.

#12

I would rate them 4

Do you think there is a lack of dialogue between ATM and the providers of meteorological
services? Should the dialogue be improved?
#1

I experienced a very good cooperation in SESAR with UK MET Office and Meteo France.

#2

Out of my experience I do believe that the dialogue between ATM and MET providers is at
least good/sufficient. However, given the fact that meanwhile there is an enormous amount
of live data available from aircrafts, warnings, predictions and recommendations for in-flightsupport by ATC and MET could be enhanced, especially in terms of time such information is
passed through to other aircrafts.

#3

This is different depending on the respective ANSP. Some have better relationship and
exchange with the MET-providers, for some this contact is more or less not existing. The
dialogue between the ATM and MET community should be improved to enable better
utilization of the forecasts and build awareness of the strength and weaknesses of METforecasts.

#4

The two fields ATM and Meteorology have grown together in the last years, e.g. due to
increasing computing resources some of the meteorological models are on-line coupled which
means they simulate meteorology and air pollution as well.

#5

NO

#6

For us the dialog is already quite good, but nevertheless there is always room for
improvement.
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#7

I can only comment the situation for the ATC company I am working in currently. I do not think
that there is a lack of dialogue at the moment as we are working closely together with our
met provider in several tasks. We established regular change control boards, data definition
and exchange workshops, user conferences and we worked and are working together in over
10 nationally and internationally founded research and development projects the last years.
The collaboration improved drastically the last decade in my view and also the interrelated
intuition for the work, requirements, and needs of each other.
To leave space for suggestions, it is not the communication that must be improved in our case,
rather than the increasing need of tailoring met products to aviation stakeholders,
applications needs and the individual tasks of air traffic management in terms of higher
temporal and geographical resolution for example (and their visualization without any margin
for interpretation and discrete values rather than huge intervals).

#8

Yes, there is a lack. It seems that ATM is not aware of the importance of MET.

#9

The dialogue has recently started (April 2016). There is a need for a new meteorological
service not only focused in the vicinity of the airports but also regarding typical cruise levels.

#10

Not sure. Maybe yes, since certain ATM applications might need finer granularity in the
weather forecast. I am not aware of the type of dialogue nowadays

#11

Of course, there is a lack of dialogue between ATCO professionals and ANSP managers, even
within the same ANSP, there are no fluid channels of communication between the people
really working with the information (ATCOs) and the people supplying this information (from
inside the ANSP or from the MET office).
It is in many cases not a technical problem (scientifically speaking) but a problem in the
definition of the requirements and how the information is presented to the ATCO.

#12

I do not think there is a communication deficiency between the meteorological information
services and the control services. I believe that the information is transmitted fluently and by
the fastest and most adequate channels.
If this communication can be improved much better.
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5.3 Question 3: understanding of uncertainty
In your view, is meteorological uncertainty well understood by users? Related to your
activities, is weather uncertainty taken into account? How do you characterize it?
#1

In terms of surface weather the uncertainty is not quantified well enough (e.g.: PROB
indicator) and is therefore not used respectively the uncertainty is not “understood”. When
it comes to uncertainty in upper air weather the SESAR validation exercise VP-791 (EXE11.01.05-VP-791 (Use of global ensemble wind forecasts in flight planning)) provided a big
leap forward to quantify uncertainty.
But in general, I believe that meteorological uncertainty is broadly understood by ATM
stakeholders, but the concepts to quantify the uncertainty and how to make use of that
quantification is not broadly understood.

#2

In terms of surface weather the uncertainty is not always quantified well enough (e.g.: PROB
indicator) and often enough seems to be over-conservative. I would not say that the
uncertainty is not understood, but not always reflected in a realistic intensity. I’m also a little
bit unsure if ATM really takes upper-airspace forecast uncertainties realistically enough into
account.
But in general, I believe that meteorological uncertainty is broadly understood by ATM
stakeholders, but the concepts to quantify the uncertainty and how to make use of that
quantification is not broadly understood.

#3

Users are aware that forecasts are not exact, but the understanding of uncertainty and how
the information on uncertainty could be used to improve decision making is not as present at
it should be.
Weather uncertainty is taken into account for our activities.
Uncertainty is used in form of probabilities (based on ensemble models, as well as forecaster
“intuition”) and also in form of characterizing uncertainty by other means (forecaster gives
information on how certain he is and other possible outcomes; information on special and
temporal variations in NWP output).

#4

It depends on the end users, people with scientific knowledge especially in the atmospheric
physics “domain” understand the uncertainty well, others not at all – or do not know what to
do with this information.

#5

For nuclear emergency planning, the user (national crisis management) is provided with a
“weather bulletin” written by the meteorologist on duty who interprets (qualitatively) the
uncertainty of the meteorological forecast (ECMWF) which is used to produce a certain
atmospheric dispersion modelling forecast (FLEXPART). This bulletin consists of a fixed list of
questions (e.g. Is temporal evolution reliable? Is amount of precipitation reliable?), which is
answered in relation to one atmospheric dispersion modelling run (defined by run-id) and is
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updated whenever new information is available OR whenever a new atmospheric dispersion
modelling run is started by the responsible authority.
#6

Uncertainty is not very well understood by the ATM community, it is taken into account very
subjectively by the supervisors.

#7

It is my subjective impression that the understanding and reasons for met data uncertainty
and the need to express, include and react to it has grown over the years not only for
researchers and scientists but also for operational personnel like supervisors, chiefs of section
and traffic controllers. However, we are far from a complete and comprehensive picture that
allows sole and extensive ATM/ATC decision making purely based on weather nowcasts and
forecasts. Nevertheless, decisions like sector opening and closing, sector staffing and traffic
flow regulations are nowadays supported and influenced by nowcasts (and a probability if
indicated), sometimes after additional feedback from local weather consultants. Normally,
regarding clearances and traffic monitoring, the world of a controller is a 0/1 (yes/no)
building. Therefore, they are not used (and sometimes due to safety reasons even not
allowed) to respect and consider uncertainties and as consequence they wait until weather
improvement is rather visible instead of a proactive doing. We do not currently estimate or
show the reasons and the magnitude of trajectory uncertainties (e.g. due to wind) for air
traffic controllers nor do we consider them in controller assistance tools for trajectory
prediction and conflict detection so far.
Characterization of the uncertainty of convective cells could be given by a percentage value
indicating how probable it is that a certain route, airport area or sector is concerned. Wind
uncertainty and as a consequence aircraft location prediction uncertainty could be indicated
with a time variation scale for aircraft (for estimated time over waypoints / IAF [initial
approach fix] indications e.g. for AMAN [Arrival Manager] applications), for a shorter time
horizon for controller assistance applications (10-15 min.: TP, conflicts), I do not think it is
necessary or beneficiary to show position / time uncertainties. Future SESAR2020 work will
hopefully confirm or reject this hypothesis.

#8

We assume that everybody knows that a forecast is a forecast and will never reflect the reality
perfectly.
Data used as provided, there is no consideration of uncertainty. Our experience shows that
uncertainty for UAD (wind and temperature) is small. The results of our flight plan calculation
of flight time are within +/- 1 minute.
Uncertainty for turbulence, icing and CB forecast may be helpful for decision making, for flight
operation but not for flight planning.

#9

The Meteorological uncertainty is a well-known factor in the aviation daily operations. The
present way to take into account this factor is to reduce ATC capacity when the weather
conditions are moderate or severe, in terms of reported turbulence. Additionally, the ATC
identifies significant weather phenomena as reported CBs (cumulus nimbus, “build ups”),
strong head winds and lightning activity.

#10

I think at the research level yes. Not sure at the level of pilots/airlines/controllers.
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We are in the process of considering weather uncertainty in the predictions.
#11

Yes, uncertainty is the base of all my decision making. There is a complete lack of uncertainty
estimation using technological tools, so all the decision making has to be made based on the
knowledge and experience of the ATCO, leading sometimes to mistakes (sometimes against
safety and sometimes against efficiency).
If MET information is not properly retrieved and displayed to the controller in a way such that
the ATCO can trust the evolution of the weather and foresee how this is going to affect traffic,
then the ATCO will tend to be very conservative, avoiding the possibility of too risky and
unsafe situations.

#12

I believe that all the professionals who develop their activity in an environment where the
meteorology plays a very important role, take into account the meteorological uncertainty.
From the pilot that loads more fuel to a flight in whose destination airport is forecasted bad
weather, to a controller that provides greater separation between aircraft foreseeing the
formation of storms. Understanding that uncertainty are those phenomena that are very
difficult to predict, at a very specific moment and that seriously hinder aeronautical
operations, professionals have in mind the greater probability of uncertainty in the face of
phenomena such as a storm passing through an airport where it is probable that in a short
period of time the aircraft will find tailwind in both runway heads and may follow a go-around
procedure. These phenomena, just like others, are very difficult to predict by AOMs, but the
experience makes bear them in mind.

5.4 Question 4: meteorological models
In case that you use meteorological models in your activities, are they probabilistic? What
models do you use to simulate uncertain scenarios? How realistic are they?
#1

We use probabilistic models wherever possible. Currently we can only apply this to the
enroute phase of trajectories since probabilistic meteorological models are only available for
upper air data. While probabilistic surface weather forecasts are widely used on public
websites, the concept has not yet been established for aeronautical surface weather
forecasts. The upper air global weather ensembles provide a realistic view on uncertainty
quantification.

#2

We use probabilistic models wherever possible. Currently we can only apply this to the
enroute phase of trajectories since probabilistic meteorological models are only available for
upper air data. While probabilistic surface weather forecasts are widely used on public
websites, the concept has not yet been established for aeronautical surface weather
forecasts.
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The upper air global weather ensembles provide a realistic view on uncertainty quantification.
#3

We use both deterministic as well as probabilistic NWP models. Ensemble models are used to
estimate uncertainty. How realistic they are depends very much on the overall weather
pattern and on the parameter, as the uncertainty of some is well represented while of others
is not.

#4

Currently I only use deterministic models.

#5

ECMWF operational run is used as input to atmospheric dispersion modelling, ECMWF
ensemble forecasts are referred to by the meteorologists on duty as additional information.

#6

n.a. in ATM

#7

We do not use and run meteorological models directly by ourselves as we are provided with
tested and calibrated weather observation information and modelling results according to the
requirements of ICAO Annex 3 from our national met data provider (see question 1). A
transition trend from deterministic to probabilistic modelling outcome presenting is
observable the last years; however only in few cases the simulation output (ensemble
members, probability, variance, median etc.) is shown in its entirety to controllers and
supervisors (see questions 3 and 10 for some reasons). But I think, the attitude is changing as
mentioned and not all information has to be shown to controllers.
Side and tail surface wind prediction close to the runways at a major European airport is one
prominent example which was developed within a combined met and navigation service
provider research project based on COSMO-DE EPS (COSMO-DE: regional numerical weather
prediction model). Although I do not know exact (and public) verification or validation results,
it seems that the degree of realism and the benefit was high enough to continue and
operationalize this product, but only at one airport.
I do not know much about the volcanic ash and turbulence models that are currently in use
at our met provider.
For the prediction of convective cell development and movements, models like CellMOS,
KONRAD, Rad-TRAM, Cb-TRAM (nowcast models from DWD, German National Weather
Service, CellMOS, Konrad and DLR, national aeronautics and space research centre of the
Federal Republic of Germany, Rad-TRAM, Cb-TRAM) are in use or have been in use. They are
superseded from the model NowcastMix-Aviation (nowcast models from DWD). As far as I
know, the mentioned models are not on a probabilistic basis and they all do not show or
indicate uncertainties to our operational personnel. This is also valid for the simulated
determination of WTQ-values we obtain every 3 hours as mentioned.
The meteorological airport briefing suite MAB declares probability (PROP) values for ceiling
and horizontal visibility for the next 7 hours following its publication date, but I am not aware
of the underlying model (COSMO-DE?).

#8

No, we do not use any probabilistic models and also no simulation is applied.

#9

We do not use these models.
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#10

Right now is deterministic.
We directly use NOAA forecasts.
Not sure

#11

As a user I don´t have access to the models AEMET uses as MET provider for my ANSP
company.

#12

We do not do weather models in our work.

5.5 Question 5: ensemble weather forecasting
Do you have experience with Ensemble Weather Forecasting (EWF)/Ensemble Prediction
Systems (EPS)? If yes, could you please detail what kind of ensemble are you using?
#1

Please refer to answer 3

#2

We are using global GRIB forecast ensembles (12 ensemble members).

#3

Global and regional ensemble systems.

#4

No, I currently do not use ensembles in my applications

#5

None in context of atmospheric dispersion modelling, except see Question 4.

#6

n.a. in ATM

#7

As mentioned before (see question 4) we do have (small) experience with ensemble based
prediction systems, called COSMO-DE EPS for surface wind predictions close to an airport (as
far as I know with 40 members, started and initialized every 3h for a simulation run, the grid
scale is 2,8 km).

#8

No, we expect that the weather data provider is using ensemble systems.

#9

No

#10

No

#11

I don´t think so, I have never heard of EPS.

#12

We have no experience in EPS.
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Would EPS (together with adequate algorithms to process them) be relevant for your
activities? What type of information would you need? How should it be
presented/provided to you?
#1

Yes, very relevant. Global upper air forecast ensembles (including a long-term forecast, 10-15
days), GRIB data, graphical presentation not required.

#2

Yes, very relevant. Global upper air forecast ensembles (including a long-term forecast, 10-15
days), GRIB data, graphical presentation not required.

#3

Yes. Ideally the whole probability density function of relevant parameters would be provided
along with probabilities of exceeding relevant thresholds.

#4

Yes this in an option for future activities, ensemble forecast are currently provided by ECMWF
which would be an option to use also for ATM approaches.

#5

EPS + atmospheric dispersion modelling could be used in future to assess e.g. the maximum
area affected by a (nuclear/toxic/volcano) hazard. Probably a selection of the most extreme
EWF cases (after clustering) could be used as input to atmospheric dispersion modelling. BUT:
user in our case crisis manager) needs one atmospheric dispersion modelling output for
decision. This means, all atmospheric dispersion modelling products based on any kind of EWF
finally need to be aggregated to one result which is clearly understandable to the user.

#6

n.a. in ATM

#7

I think that EPS would be generally relevant for ATM people dealing mainly with shift planning
issues (staff, configuration, sectors capacity and demand etc.) 2-7 hours ahead of time. This
could support, enhance and stabilize decision making. The strategic information we need for
the mentioned time horizon (the showing of them is another challenge) are for the example
wind classical statistical values like median, mean, minimum, maximum, variance, percentage
over a certain limit at relevant points / area (mostly airports at surface for operational
direction and tail wind prediction or at specific / typical flight level for sectors, turbulence
areas). For tactical controller support activities (TP, conflict detection) for the next 10-15
minutes’ time horizon it is sufficient to have current wind values close to the considered
aircraft (Mode-S EHS, Mode-S Enhanced Surveillance?). There is no need to show all wind
vectors and probabilities every second to the controller. As mentioned wind information is
typically an issue in long-term flight planning of an airline and long-haul flights (jet stream,
oceanic?).
Coming to convective cells above a certain weather radar reflectivity threshold, the
magnitude, shape, cloud top height and moving direction for the next 7 hours should be
shown to supervisors with focus on the first two hours for controllers including a correlation
to sector lines, airports and navigation aids. The relevant convective cell (severity, shape and
moving) could be marked for example with a certain probability area (e.g. > 80 %) that will get
bigger the longer the predicted time horizon is. An indication at what percentage a certain
sector / route is influenced by thunderstorms in combination with an adapted, improved flight
planning of airlines would also be helpful in comparing sector demand and capacity.
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As for both phenomena, it is important that all stakeholders (ATC, airline, airport, especially
controller and pilot) have the same met information base and (nearly) the same weather
visualization on their monitors. This is not the case at the moment.
#8

We see no really benefit of EPS for the first 24 to 30 hours of forecast time. This covers the
time period used for flight planning.
For turbulence (EDR), icing and CB forecast a mean value and its variance would be helpful for
decision making during flight operation.

#9

-

#10

Yes.
Wind, pressure, temperature, areas of convective weather. Areas of lightning strikes.
I guess any format should be fine. Currently we are using Grib2.

#11

Unable to answer.

#12

I do not know EPS, but the most relevant meteorological information for our activity would
be wind, cloud ceiling, visibility, pressure (QNH), temperature and adverse phenomena.

5.6 Question 6: impact of uncertainty
Related to your activities, is the impact of meteorological uncertainty important? Has it
ever been quantified? Is it low, medium, or high?
#1

Yes, in terms of trajectory prediction and conflict detection/resolution meteorological
uncertainty is a key factor. Regarding quantification please refer to answer 3. The impact
highly depends on the specific trajectory, but overall the impact is medium to high.

#2

Yes, in terms of trajectory prediction and conflict detection/resolution meteorological
uncertainty is a key factor. We have not yet quantified uncertainty, but are planning to do so.
Uncertainty comes into plan, the more information we use and has to be dealt with on a
business decision level, e.g. upper air icing and turbulence forecasts are still rather uncertain,
so the decision whether to avoid such forecasted areas or not cannot be made automatically
on a case-by-case basis, but rather has to be covered by operational procedures (e.g. take
extra fuel or disregard etc.). The impact highly depends on the specific trajectory, but overall
the impact is medium to high.

#3

Yes. There was no detailed quantification, but impact is considered to be high.
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#4

For environmental assessment studies it is important to have an estimate of the uncertainty
of model results. According to the complexity of chemical transport models for example it is
a quite hard task to estimate it especially because there is high uncertainty in emission data.
The impact I would rate as high.

#5

Yes it is. Uncertainty of flow prediction is medium to low. Uncertainty in precipitation forecast
is quantified high and therefore, efforts have been undertaken to reduce this by adding
analysis and short-range forecast information based on the dense national observational
network to the precipitation forecast fields of the weather forecast model.

#6

The impact is relevant although we haven’t quantified it until now. Especially in dense traffic
situations uncertainty plays a significant role with ATFCM measures.

#7

I think the impact of meteorological uncertainty and the underlying margins (personnel, fuel
etc.) are high and important and their reduction / understanding offer a lot of benefit
especially when regarding convective cell behaviour with hail and lightning (direction, time of
formation, dissipation) and winter weather (fog, snow, icing). Despite its importance the
impact has never been estimated at an acceptable scientific level at our company in my
opinion. In terms of wind uncertainty, I guess the impact for an ANSP is smaller considering
that wind information and prediction is mainly used at or close to airports (but more
observations for clearances/AMAN than a nowcast for the prediction of operational runway
direction and tail / side wind thresholds) and for controller assistance tools (but only 10-15
minutes’ time horizon). So by having the current use in mind I think a reduction / estimation
of wind uncertainty would not lead to great benefits in terms of safety, efficacy, capacity etc.
at the moment. However, the same with convective cells, the effect of meteorological
uncertainty has never been analysed comprehensively in detail.

#8

We never considered the impact and importance of uncertainty. We assume that the
importance is between low and medium.

#9

Only a certain degree of uncertainty is tolerable because we are dealing with the safety of the
operations. In extreme situations, the weather can force the ATC to cancel all operations for
a certain time in a particular airport of area. To quantify the meteorological impact there is a
specific delay code: “Weather”.

#10

Yes
High
Predictions are deterministic, but it would be really nice to include probability bounds in the
predictions.

#11

I don´t know whether it has been scientifically quantified, but the impact of meteorological
uncertainty is very important, since it strongly drives decision making, specially under poor
weather conditions.

#12

The meteorological uncertainty can have a great impact as long as the meteorological
conditions are degraded so much that they hinder aeronautical operations. I would rate it
low.
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Related to your activities, how lack of predictability, e.g. on aircraft trajectories and/or
sector demand, affects them currently? How would a potential increase in predictability
impact your activities?
#1

There currently is a very high negative impact to predictability coming from tactical trajectory
changes during the flight execution. Trajectories are planned with numerous complex
constraints and depending on the city pair and time of the day these constraints are never or
hardly ever applied. Increasing predictability in that area, by removing such unnecessary
constraints (e.g.: by a unified Free Route Airspace), will significantly improve TBO.

#2

There currently is a very high negative impact to predictability coming from tactical trajectory
changes during the flight execution. Trajectories are planned with numerous complex
constraints and depending on the city pair and time of the day these constraints are never or
hardly ever applied. Increasing predictability in that area, by removing such unnecessary
constraints (e.g.: by a unified Free Route Airspace), will significantly improve TBO.
In general uncertainty of MET forecasts or the lack of taking those into account seems to (not
the only, but also contributes) lead to increasing number of flow restrictions instead of
decreasing them

#3

Better predictability is of course always of benefit. If predictability would be significantly
improved there might be a potential of improving performance by adapting operational
procedures to account for that.

#4

Increase predictability would allow end-products with higher quality, e.g. related to dust
forecasts for aviation; the non-flight zones could be smaller …

#5

Increase in predictability, of course, would enlarge the reliability of the product and thus the
safety and satisfaction of the user.

#6

An increase of predictability definitely would increase capacity in high density traffic situations
that are disturbed by bad weather (low visibility or convective situations).

#7

I think a lack of predictability (see also question 8) could negatively influence trip planning,
flight duration, track length and as a consequence increases (planed and actual) fuel amount
and causes delay and emissions (by an unfavourable choice of avoidance route around
convective cells, unfortunate flow regulation means, additional short-lasting runway direction
changes) for our customers. I do not think safety is an issue as we have sufficient short- and
long-term countermeasures to react to adverse conditions in advance but this has also a price
tag (e.g. stand- by-duty staff, overtime); workload increases and peaks can occur at
challenging weather situations that could maybe harmonized when predictability is increased.
As a consequence, a potential increase in predictability and better uncertainty management
could reduce the before mentioned negative impacts, how much is not known up to now as
mentioned and therefore has to be analysed carefully. Some parts will be addressed in
projects of SESAR2020.
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I hope your project will also contribute to the discussion and clarify some aspects.
#8

Less impact, because there are other parameters which have higher impact in flight planning
(ATC, NOTAM etc.)

#9

This is the key question for an ATS provider: we need to have in advance the weather
information/prediction with enough time to be able to react. If a particular waypoint or
trajectory could be affected by significant meteorological phenomena, the ATC needs to limit
the sector capacity and/or to offer alternate routeings. To be able to take effective measures,
we need at least 3 hours in advance predictions. In other regions, like the Canary Islands, the
advance time could be up to 6 hours. The reason for these differences is to take into account
the flight time from the typical origin airports to our airspace: the European flow control can
only impose some delays to the aircraft on the ground.

#10

This has not been quantified internally.

#11

When an ATCO can not predict weather issues (position or altitude of CBs, for instance) then
he can not predict the future position of different aircraft, and thus can not predict whether
there are going to be conflicts or not. The situation can turn strongly dangerous and typically,
since there is a strong uncertainty associated to lateral trajectories (pilots change their
heading to avoid CBs) normally vertical separation has to be provided and thus the capacity
of the sector is reduced (the sector does not accept as many aircraft as possible at the same
level).

#12

I think that if we could know better the storm movement around airports, we could better
inform pilots and warn them about turbulence, variable winds in approach, etc. Any
improvement in forecasts would be a great help.
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5.7 Question 7: robustness and performance
Is system robustness relevant to your activities? In your view, how does meteorological
uncertainty affect robustness? Could you provide some indicators?
#1

Yes, robustness is very relevant as it ensures planning stability. It must be understood that
robustness is not understood to be contradictory to flexibility. Instead a robust system is an
enabler for introducing the highest level of flexibility, without jeopardizing stability.
Meteorological uncertainty does not have an impact to robustness, but to stability.
Indicators are: fuel overburn due to deviations from the upper air forecast (especially wind),
planned/actual trip time deviations.

#2

Yes, robustness is very relevant as it ensures planning stability. However, robustness does not
necessarily decrease flexibility. Uncertainty of meteorological forecasts does not really have
an impact on robustness but on predictability. Indicators are: fuel over burn due to deviations
from the upper air forecast (especially wind), planned/actual trip time deviations and
unnecessary flow restrictions.

#3

-

#4

We apply operational model chains so robustness is very relevant. Uncertainty is not relevant
as it is not used for the forecasts itself but is only considered in the analysis of the products.

#5

Robustness of our operational system is absolutely relevant, but meteorological uncertainty
is considered in the process. No indicators available.

#6

Of course system robustness is relevant for handling capacity issues. This fact can be indicated
by capacity measures.

#7

Of course system robustness is of relevance for our ATM/ATC actives, to make the decision
making stable, reliable and traceable over a certain time period, once there is a decision. For
example, traffic flow measurements should be planed two hours in advance to be effective.
As a consequence, new met data updates after a model run with a higher time resolution
should not lead to complete other situation judgement for controllers and supervisors (flow
management position), this must be a continuous and not disruptive process. Another
example is the proposed sequence of an arrival manager. New wind data and uncertainties
update should not tremendously change the established situation between the aircraft,
because it is difficult to change sequences in this late flight phase close to the airport. Last
example is the short-term trajectory prediction for conflict detection and what if / what else
probing. Updated met data should not lead to fluctuating situation that will change every 4s
for the same pair of aircraft (expected conflict yes / no / yes etc.).

#8

We do not have an answer for this question. We are just an end user for finalized forecast
data.
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#9

The ATC system is designed to be robust under any circumstances. The safety levels must not
be reduced no matter which are the environmental conditions. The meteorological
uncertainty could endanger the performance forcing the aircraft to proceed in a very different
way than intended.
The performance indicator related with meteorological uncertainty could be measured as the
ratio difference between the great circle routeing (the shortest) and the actual flight track.

#10

Not sure.

#11

-

#12

I am not familiar with this concept of system robustness.

Do you address the question of getting a trade-off between performance and robustness
(with respect to weather uncertainty) in your activities within the air transport system?
#1

We speak about flexibility vs. stability and yes, this is considered in our activities.

#2

We speak about flexibility vs. stability and yes, this is considered in our activities. If uncertainty
could be reduced only by decreasing the performance then this would only be answerable
once the magnitude of the decrease has been quantified.

#3

-

#4

No, currently not.

#5

No

#6

No

#7

Currently we do not address a trade-off between performance and robustness. As mentioned
before, controller and supervisor actions and decisions regarding weather uncertainty should
be robust and not compromise safety (as it is top priority). It is unknown to us (and has never
been estimated so far) to what extent other connected parameters like performances, cost
efficiency and operational efficiency are deteriorated consequently.

#8

We do not have an answer for this question. We are just an end user for finalized forecast
data.

#9

The trade-off is defined as the ATS capacity. If we set low values in the airports/sectors
capacity the system is safety no matter what are the weather conditions but this could lead
to significant delays and the system would collapse.

#10

I think it will be really nice to have this kind of service on board for flight planning. Probably it
should include other sources of uncertainty, not only weather (e.g., route changes, ATC
interventions).
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#11

Can´t answer since I don´t understand the term “robustness”.

#12

-

5.8 Question 8: indicators
In your view, what Key Performance Areas (KPA), such as safety, capacity, cost efficiency,
operational efficiency, and environment, are most affected by meteorological uncertainty?
Could you provide some indicators?
#1

Safety (NOT IMPACTED): N/A
Capacity (HIGH): Trip time accuracy, departure delay
Cost Efficiency and Operational efficiency (HIGH): Trip Fuel, Delay/Holding Time,
Discretionary Extra Fuel tankered
Environment (HIGH): Trip Fuel, Delay/Holding Time, Remaining fuel above minimum
regulatory fuel (excluding economic tankering)

#2

Safety (LOW): Uncertainty in respect to hard to predict upper air phenomena such as icecrystal icing, thunderstorm intensity etc. may definitely have an impact on flight safety.
Capacity (HIGH): Trip time accuracy, departure delay
Cost Efficiency and Operational efficiency (HIGH): Trip Fuel, Delay/Holding Time,
Discretionary Extra Fuel tankered, unnecessary area avoidance (longer routes) or reroutings.
Environment (HIGH): Trip Fuel, Delay/Holding Time, Remaining fuel above minimum
regulatory fuel (excluding economic tankering)

#3

In my view all KPAs are effected by meteorological uncertainty. However, safety the least
when thinking of forecast uncertainty, as flight safety procedures do not depend on weather
forecasts.
I cannot provide indicators.

#4

For my applications it is related to the environment. E.g. uncertainties in the forecast of
boundary layer height -> affect the resulting air quality very strong.

#5

(no answer – We are providers of meteorological products for ATM only).

#6

In ATM-systems capacity, operational efficiency and environment are most affected by
uncertainty. The KPIs used are the standard CANSO KPIs.
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#7

See also question 6b. As mentioned, safety (indicator: type A and B rated ATC related
separation infringement per million flight hour), workload and situational awareness are of
course challenged by bad weather situations and the uncertainty of predicting their accurate
time-dependent location, formation, magnitude and future behaviour. But as described
before due to the long experience, education and training with such situations suitable
measures were available at the exchange of (some) cost efficiency (indicator: flight
hour/ATCO [Air Traffic Controller] hour).
In tailoring flow regulations in case of adverse weather situations (making them shorter,
reduce the number of affected sectors, better adapt the magnitude to the demand) will lead
to a reduction in average flight time and flight distance per aircraft (which is also an
environmental benefit, indicator: horizontal great circle distance deviation outside 40 NM
TMA [Terminal Area]); the extent must be evaluated. Average delay minutes per weather
event per aircraft and movement cancelations (deviations) should also decrease. The last
points lead to higher tactical operational efficiency, customer satisfaction and benefit that are
not always directly materialized and profited to ATC.
Summarizing the statement, I think for an ANSP the KPA safety (including situational
awareness, workload, assistance tool improvements, automation) and KPA capacity (including
appropriate flow regulations, sector demand and capacity, airport demand and capacity) are
affected most by meteorological uncertainty.

#8

Safety, cost efficiency and operational efficiency
Maintenance cost due to turbulence encounters, Passenger comfort and safety, Flight delay.

#9

From the ATC standpoint, the KPAs most affected are capacity and operational efficiency.
Nevertheless, the main indicator for the ATC is always related with the delays.

#10

Mainly cost efficiency, operational efficiency, and environment.

#11

Safety is strongly affected. One simple indicator is the number of conflicts that can arise when
there are storms and the MET uncertainty increases. Another example are the events that
took place April 29th 2016 in LEMD and for which a recent report has been made available by
CEANITA.
Operational efficiency is also strongly limited when decision making is postponed until MET
situation stabilizes (e.g. runway changes, storm dissipation, etc).

#12

42

Meteorological uncertainty directly affects the capacity, the operational efficiency and the
environment, being only the safety guaranteed at all times independently of the
meteorological conditions. Some times, in adverse weather conditions for the normal
operation of an airport, we are obliged to declare RATE 0, that is, to modify the capacity,
meaning that no aircraft is admitted to a certain airport, such as in the face of a storm, fog,
etc ... If we could adapt the capacity of a given airport to a predictable degradation of the
minimum meteorological conditions that allow the operation, we could avoid the aircraft to
wait around with the consequent saving of fuel for the Airlines, improving the environment,
and airlines operations (cancelations, schedule changes, stopovers, etc). The problem is that
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in most cases the predictions would be needed with enough time in advance so that it would
be possible to stop take-offs at the origin airport and this would require a loss in advance of
more than 2 hours for European flights and even higher for long-range flights.

5.9 Question 9: decision support tools
In your view, is there a need to include weather uncertainty in Decision Support Tools?
Would this improve current operations?
#1

Absolutely! For example, using GEWF within the trajectory planning process enables the
selection of the most likely most optimum trajectory for a given flight. Using a single
deterministic upper air weather forecast only provides the optimum for an assumed reality.

#2

Absolutely! For example, using GEWF within the trajectory planning process enables the
selection of the most likely most optimum trajectory for a given flight. Using a single
deterministic upper air weather forecast only provides the optimum for an assumed reality.
The same applies for ground weather forecasts e.g. runway changes, airport suitability in
order to be able to compare “what-if” scenarios.

#3

Yes weather should be included in decision support. My presumption is that it would improve
operations, but to do so operational procedures probably need to be adapted.

#4

In my opinion it should be included or at least indicated. Nevertheless analysis considering
uncertainties is a hard task and is currently and will be in the future an on-going process to
include them.

#5

Yes, but a clear information on the relevance of the weather uncertainty in the context of the
Decision Support Tool needs to be well prepared to be quickly understandable to the enduser.

#6

Weather uncertainty should be included in Decision Support Tools, the operations could be
improved significantly. But it is very important, that the impact of uncertainty is well
understood and that uncertainty is treated in a proper way.

#7

Yes, from my point of view there is a need to include weather uncertainty information in
decision support models in order to improve decision making processes, the reasons and
advantages of doing so I have tried to explain before. So I think as a consequence, operations
and pre-tactical flight and sector planning will be improved. However, weather data and
uncertainty provision is only one part of an altogether complex decision making process and
it is difficult to build a human-in-the-loop model with all influencing parameters. So the main
question that has to be answered more from our perspective, what will be different to the
decision making and reaction of a supervisor, flow management position or ATCO without
having any uncertainty information and what are the consequences of different choices and
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the various possible developments. What will the operational personnel do with the
additional information (remain or change his / her behaviour, are their uncertainty thresholds
for a certain reaction depending on the consequences and experience, will he / she just wait
for weather improvement (that’s my impression for today’s situation), hesitate or initiate a
proactive reaction? And we have to keep in mind that a do nothing decision could also be a
decision.
#8

For turbulence and icing forecasts.
User depended.

#9

Yes, absolutely.

#10

Yes, for disruption management.
Definetely.

#11

I would just need a picture of what is really happening and how it is likely to evolve. Nothing
more complex than that but as reliable as possible.

#12

I cannot evaluate if their inclusion would be beneficial.

5.10 Question 10: future
When dealing with weather uncertainty, could you identify any particular gap in current
practice that could be explored in future research?
#1

Established and efficient standard data feeds for global upper air weather ensembles.
Probabilistic surface weather especially for phenomena like fog
New regulations that allow probabilistic weather to be taken into account (e.g.: contingency
fuel).

#2

Established and efficient standard data feeds for global upper air weather ensembles.
Probabilistic surface weather especially for phenomena like fog.
New regulations that allow probabilistic weather to be considered (e.g.: contingency fuel) for
fuel and trajectory planning.
Speedier consideration of (automated) live-data from aircraft.

#3

44

Currently everyone seems to want/need probability forecasts. Most of the people thereby
mean uncertainty information. I.e. most users do not really want a whole probability density
function, they would like to know the most probable solution with some indication of how
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certain this is. One important thing in my opinion is, to make more clear that uncertainty
information is not equal to a probability forecast.
Also the best probability forecasts (it is very important to have reliable and sharp probability
forecasts) are of limited use, if the user’s procedures are not adapted to use this information.
#4

Ensembles to identify uncertainties are usually produced on a worse resolution than the
deterministic forecasts; maybe this gap could be decreased in the future due to computing
resources.

#5

Conclusions from operational model verification (comparisons of weather forecast and
observations) to assess the weather uncertainty of the used forecast system e.g. for similar
weather patterns.

#6

In the current ATM system most of the decisions are deterministic, especially ATFCM
measures could be treated more probabilistically.

#7

As far as I understood, you are already addressing in your research project main and important
sources of met related uncertainty along a flight trajectory (wind, convective
events/thunderstorm/lightning/hail).
As flight planning and strategic / pre-tactical trajectory planning is not our (core) business, it
is them of the airlines and network managers, we as an ANSP are more interested in the
tactical or short before (1-2 h before the relevant flight position is reached) consequences of
including uncertainties in TBO like the effects on sector configuration and parameters (staff,
exit time, entry time, demand and controller workload) close to real-time (and updated
regularly) as an outcome of the user preferred trajectory planning. It is called meso-scale
perspective in your information sheet. Normally our trajectory prediction horizon for a single
aircraft (not for the complete network) currently look 10-30 minutes in the future depending
on the application (upper airspace, AMAN) and as far as I know do not include uncertainties
(which should be small considering this small time horizon and assuming that weather
parameters will not change rapidly). The situation could be completely different when
regarding hours into the future (and considering big disturbance like a convective cell front).
Maybe it is also an idea for future projects to enhance your considerations to airport / TMA
areas to evaluate effects and uncertainties in fog, snow, icing prediction and to include them
in trajectory management.
Further, cost-loss and cost-benefit studies should accompany such met uncertainty studies.
What are the consequences on workload, safety, flight time, flight distance when following
hits and correct predictions? What are the ATC consequences when misses occur and false
alarms have been obeyed? Is this feasible from a safety perspective?
Is there a general threshold (let’s say 80 percent probability for a certain weather condition
and time horizon) that always leads to a certain reaction of the respective controller or
supervisor? As I mentioned the desired probability of an event in ATM business is 100%.
What will be done with the estimation of meteorological uncertainty along a trajectory? Is it
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thought just for informational purposes to show the percentage values also to the controllers
/ supervisors or does it imply (proactive) measurements and reactions? Care should be taken
in aspects like ergonomic representation and illustration of data with respect to information
overflow.
#8

We have actually no idea what the current practice is. We are just an end user for finalized
forecast data.

#9

The main gap could be to have useful information in advance regarding the availability of a
particular airway or area, of course in terms of probability of significant meteorological
activity.

#10

Adding probabilistic weather within trajectory predictions.

#11

CB evolution – both in temporal and spatial terms.
Data science applied to how winds change in the vicinity of an airport increasing the reliability
in the prediction of the moment at which a runway change will be necessary.

#12

46

I believe that the meteorological prediction of adverse phenomena is very difficult, but
perhaps if a scale of percentages could be made as a probability, bounded in time, indicating
for each airport if a serious, medium or slight degradation is expected, with respect to the
minimum condition to be able to operate in an airport. This would also require the
collaboration of airlines, meteorological services, airports and aeronautical authorities of
member states.
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6. Conclusions

In principle, the number of answers to the questionnaire is rather small and statistics, therefore, are
poor for a proper differentiating analysis, but still high enough to draw some general conclusions, as
follows:


Because the stakeholders interviewed form a heterogeneous group, in general the answers
differ, essentially depending on the stakeholder’s role and their different interests.



In general, there exists confidence on weather forecasts, although the confidence level is
different for different Met products.



There exists a dialogue between ATM and Met Provision, although it must be improved. In
particular, there exists a gap between met provision capabilities (including EPS and nowcasts)
and Met products usage in ATM, and thus room for research and development. Moreover,
harmonization of knowledge and tools, not only between ATM and Met but in general among
all stakeholders, is required.



In general, it can be said that the meteorological uncertainty is not so-well understood, and
handled rather subjectively. Most of the answers agree that meteorological uncertainty has a
rather high impact, however it seems it lacks quantification.



The importance of uncertainty depends strongly on the time scale of the task and objective.
All answers agree that an increase in predictability will improve operations, specifically, in
terms of efficiency and capacity of the system.



According to the participants’ opinions, it should be interesting to include weather uncertainty
in decision support tools. However, they argue that it does not seem to be easy, nor
straightforward; hence, posing a challenge for future research.

Finally, it can be said that the objectives of the survey have been met, both, with respect to the project
alignment and about getting input for future research, as follows:
Project alignment
The importance of Met uncertainty in air traffic operations, and more especially its quantification, and
the importance of integrating Met uncertainty information into the ATM planning process, aiming at
improving predictability as a KPA, have been stressed by the stakeholders, in coincidence with the TBO©SESAR JOINT UNDERTAKING, 2016. Created by TBO-Met Project Consortium
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Met goals. In general, nothing tells us that the TBO-Met project is not aligned with the stakeholders’
interests.
Future research
The following topics for future research have been identified by the stakeholders:

48



to bridge the gap between Met products and their utilisation by users, which will require
harmonization of knowledge among all stakeholders,



to develop methodologies to quantify the impact of Met uncertainty, and



to integrate Met uncertainty into decision support tools.
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8. Appendix A
Documentation of Requirement No. 3

In order to obtain consent to participate in the survey, an information sheet must be given along with
the corresponding informed consent form. The content of the information sheet and the informed
consent form is included in subsections 8.1 and 8.2, respectively.

8.1 Information Sheet for participation in TBO-Met survey
Introduction
You are being asked to participate in a study involving research subjects, in the context of a project
entitled “Meteorological Uncertainty Management for Trajectory Based Operations (TBO-Met)”.
Your participation is entirely voluntary. Please, do not feel pressured to participate and take your time
to read and understand the information contained below. Furthermore, your consent is a continuing
process, that is, you will have the opportunity to ask questions to the interviewer and to withdraw
your participation and your data at any time without any harmful consequences.

TBO-Met project information
In TBO-Met project we address the problem of analysing and quantifying the effects of meteorological
uncertainties in Trajectory Based Operations. In particular, two problems are considered: 1) trajectory
planning under meteorological uncertainties and 2) sector demand analysis under meteorological
uncertainties, which correspond to two different scales: trajectory (micro) scale and sector (meso)
scale. In each problem two types of meteorological uncertainties are considered: wind uncertainty and
convective zones. Weather predictions will be based on Ensemble Probabilistic Forecasts and
Nowcasts.
At the trajectory scale, the main objective is to assess and improve the predictability of efficient 4D
trajectories when weather uncertainty is taken into account, both at the pre-tactical level (up to three
hours before departure) and at the tactical level (during the flight). To reach this goal, a methodology
based on the use of stochastic trajectory optimization will be used.
At the sector scale, the main objective is to analyse the impact of trajectory planning under weather
uncertainty (as performed at the trajectory scale) on sector demand. To achieve this objective, a
methodology will be developed to measure the uncertainty of sector demand (probabilistic sector
loading), based on the uncertainty of the individual trajectories. This analysis will also provide an
understanding of how weather uncertainty is propagated from the trajectory scale to the sector scale
50
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(this problem of uncertainty propagation between different scales of the system has been identified
as one of the main research challenges in the understanding of the effects of meteorological
uncertainty in the ATM system, see http://complexworld.eu/wiki/ComplexWorld_Wiki).
This survey among the stakeholders involved (airlines, ANSPs and Network Manager) will help in
achieving the project objectives.
The expected outcome of the project is two-fold: 1) to enhance our understanding of the impact of
meteorological uncertainty in TBO, and 2) to develop methodologies to quantify the impact of
meteorological uncertainty in TBO. The methodologies will be validated using advanced air traffic
simulation facilities.
This project is fully aligned with the objectives of the SESAR 2020 Exploratory Research programme,
in particular the following ones related to the “Meteorology” topic: “to enhance meteorological
capabilities and their integration into ATM planning processes for improving ATM efficiency” and “to
develop 4D trajectories that are optimised to take account of all environmental considerations”, and
where the following impact is expected: “to enhance ATM efficiency by integrating meteorological
information”.
TBO-Met is coordinated by the University of Seville (Spain) and the rest of the consortium is formed
by the following members: University Carlos III of Madrid (Spain), University of Salzburg (Austria),
MeteoSolutions GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany) and the Spanish meteorological agency AEMET (Agencia
Estatal de Meteorología). The coordinator of the project is Prof. Damián Rivas (drivas@us.es), director
of the Group of Aerospace Engineering of ETSI.
TBO-Met research project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under grant
agreement No 699294 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
The project corresponds to the research topic “Environment & Meteorology for ATM”, which is part of
the research area “ATM Excellent Science & Outreach” of the SESAR 2020 Exploratory Research
programme (call H2020-SESAR-2015-1).

Survey information
As a relevant representative of the stakeholders involved into Air Traffic Management, you are being
invited to take part in this survey, which will consist of a questionnaire-based interview with an
expected duration of two hours. During the interview, you will be asked, among other things, about
the way you manage meteorological uncertainty, the levels of trajectory predictability you think that
should be obtained in the future, and the efficiency cost you are willing to admit in exchange of an
increase in trajectory predictability, hence addressing technical aspects of your professional practice.
The main result of the survey will be a first-hand expert description of current practice and future
expectations. It will serve as a valuable reference to align the project activities.
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Benefits, risks and inconveniences
Due to the nature of your participation, there are not any benefits nor inconveniences directly related
to participating in this study. The only foreseeable risk is the unauthorized disclosure of the
information provided during the interview, and the identity of the interviewee. This risk is strongly
mitigated thanks to appropriate data management procedures.

Data Management
Your participation in this study implies collecting and processing your professional opinions as an
identified interviewee, which are considered to be personal data. However, an anonymization
procedure takes place, which ensures personal data confidentiality. This is achieved thanks to
considering the following cautions:
First, your completed questionnaire will not contain any personal information that might allow to
identify your opinions as belonging to you. Second, you will send the completed questionnaire to the
Project Coordinator by a courier delivery private company. Finally, when the PC receives your envelope
he will make sure that it remains closed, extract the content, destroy the envelope (to avoid linking
your opinions to you) and put the completed questionnaire together with those already received.
From the moment the PC has all the completed questionnaires onwards, only completely anonymized
data are handled; therefore, your privacy is guaranteed.

Contact information
The preparation of the survey and the realization of the interviews and processing of the results are
led by UC3M. The Responsible Researcher is Dr. Manuel Soler Arnedo, masolera@ing.uc3m.es, Tel.
(+34) 916248219. You can contact him for answers to pertinent questions about the research and
survey participant’s rights.
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8.2 Informed consent form for participation in TBO-Met survey
I hereby declare that
1) I have read the information sheet and I have been explained the relevant details of the research and
the nature of my participation;
2) I am aware of my right to refuse to participate and to withdraw the participation at any time without
negative consequences by revoking the informed consent;
3) I have been told the benefits, risks or discomfort that might arise from my participation in this study;
4) I have understood the data collection and anonymization procedure explained in the information
sheet;
5) I agree to participate in this study under the conditions established in the information sheet.

Signed by: _____________________________
Date:_________________________________

REVOCATION:
I hereby revoke all prior signed consents to participate in this study:

Signed by: _____________________________
Date:_________________________________
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9. Appendix B
Documentation of Requirement No. 1

In order to obtain consent to collect and process personal data, an information sheet must be given
along with the corresponding informed consent form. The content of the information sheet and the
informed consent form is included in subsections 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.

9.1 Information Sheet for data collection in TBO-Met survey
Introduction
You are being asked to participate in a study involving personal data collection and processing, in the
context of a project entitled “Meteorological Uncertainty Management for Trajectory Based
Operations (TBO-Met)”.
TBO-Met research project has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under grant
agreement No 699294 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
The project corresponds to the research topic “Environment & Meteorology for ATM”, which is part of
the research area “ATM Excellent Science & Outreach” of the SESAR 2020 Exploratory Research
programme (call H2020-SESAR-2015-1).
Your participation is entirely voluntary. Please, do not feel pressured to give consent and take your
time to read and understand the information contained below. Furthermore, your consent is a
continuing process, that is, you will have the opportunity to ask questions to the interviewer and to
withdraw your participation and your data at any time without any harmful consequences.

TBO-Met survey
In TBO-Met project we address the problem of analysing and quantifying the effects of meteorological
uncertainties in Trajectory Based Operations. A survey among the stakeholders involved (airlines,
ANSPs and Network Manager) will help in achieving the project objectives.
As a relevant representative of the stakeholders involved into Air Traffic Management, you are being
invited to take part in this survey, which will consist of a questionnaire-based interview with an
expected duration of two hours. During the interview, you will be asked, among other things, about
the way you manage meteorological uncertainty, the levels of trajectory predictability you think that
should be obtained in the future, and the efficiency cost you are willing to admit in exchange of an
increase in trajectory predictability, hence addressing technical aspects of your professional practice.
54
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Data management
Your participation in this study implies collecting and processing your professional opinions as an
identified interviewee, which are considered to be personal data. However, an anonymization
procedure takes place, which ensures personal data confidentiality. This is achieved thanks to
considering the following cautions:
First, your completed questionnaire will not contain any personal information that might allow to
identify your opinions as belonging to you. Second, you will send the completed questionnaire to the
Project Coordinator by a courier delivery private company. Finally, when the PC receives your envelope
he will make sure that it remains closed, extract the content, destroy the envelope (to avoid linking
your opinions to you) and put the completed questionnaire together with those already received.
From the moment the PC has all the completed questionnaires onwards, only completely anonymized
data are handled; therefore, your privacy is guaranteed.

Benefits, risks and inconveniences
Due to the nature of your participation, there are not any benefits nor inconveniences directly related
to participating in this study. The only foreseeable risk is the unauthorized disclosure of the identity of
the interviewee and the information he or she provided during the interview. This risk is strongly
mitigated thanks to the data management procedures explained above.

Contact information
The Coordinator of the TBO-Met project is Prof. Damián Rivas (drivas@us.es), director of the Group of
Aerospace Engineering of ETSI (Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería, University of Seville). You can
contact him for answers to pertinent questions about the data collection and anonymization process.
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9.2 Informed consent form for data collection in TBO-Met survey
I hereby declare that
1) I have read the information sheet and I have been explained the nature of the data I am providing;
2) I am aware of my right to refuse to participate and to withdraw the participation at any time without
negative consequences by revoking the informed consent;
3) I have been told the benefits, risks or discomfort that might arise from my participation in this study;
4) I have understood the data collection and anonymization procedure explained in the information
sheet;
5) I agree to give the data requested in the questionnaire under the conditions established in the
information sheet.

Signed by: _____________________________
Date:_________________________________

REVOCATION
I hereby revoke all prior signed consents to participate in this study:

Signed by: _____________________________
Date:_________________________________
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